Inclusivity and Diversity in Music
Education
A Position Statement of the National Association for
Music Education
Music is a culture bearer, and the study of music includes the study of the people, places, and cultures
involved in its creation and performance. The 2014 National Music Standards embrace a holistic
approach to music education study, encouraging teachers and students to explore a variety of musical
styles and music-making traditions from around the world. This goal perhaps will be better served if we
are able to recruit a more diverse teacher workforce that more closely resembles the diversity of our
school populations.i

Position
A well-rounded and comprehensive music education program, as envisioned in the 2014 National
Music Standards, should exist in every American public school and must include awareness of and
responsiveness to the variety and diversity of cultures and music-making within the school’s student
body and surrounding community.
Counterarguments to this position state that, while music is part of every culture in our world, music
education should focus on the best in music-making, particularly the Western classical tradition. This
approach would hold that popular music and other traditional or folk music are too fleeting for serious
musical study.
Including all forms and types of music, however, from folk to classical, from popular to traditional,
allows students to explore and expand their communicational, collaborative and music literacy skills in a
variety of formats, structures, and ensembles. Embracing a variety of music-making in a school’s music
programs helps connect the music educator to the school’s community, providing opportunities for
parental and community support and participation. Expanding the kinds of music studied and performed
invites more students into the music classroom, helping NAfME and its members realize the mission of
promoting the understanding and making of music by all.
Plan for implementation
National and state leaders for NAfME can support diversity and inclusivity in music education by:
 Providing members with the skills, information and collegial support necessary to work with and
support an increasingly diverse society, including within the music classroom.
 Actively conducting and promoting systematic research into the best practices for delivering music
instruction to students, including in a variety of musical styles and genres, and engaging in the
dissemination of the results of that researchii
 Including diverse interests, values, and preferences in the work of our strategic plan and inviting
member participation
 Encouraging early identification of new and emerging leaders from all groups represented within
NAfME and in society as a whole to participate in leadership of the Association.
 Actively recruiting and retaining persons of diverse cultures and ethnic origins to teach music in
schools.
Members of NAfME can support diversity and inclusivity in music education by:







i

Building music programs that address achievement in all areas set forth in the 2014 Music
Standards, including the study of a wide variety of music-making, including styles and genres of
music that are broadly representative of America’s cultural diversity.
Understanding their community’s needs and interest in music-making, including diverse musical
styles and genres.
Including any and all students who want to learn music, regardless of exceptionality or cultural
background.
Seeking to learn about musical styles and traditions that are not part of the educator’s own
musical background through in-person and online professional development opportunities.
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A bibliography of related research studies will be linked to the final statement online. We encourage reviewers to
send additional research studies of relevance to this topic to lynnt@nafme.org for consideration. Thank you.

